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A4./ lnstalling Spreader Bars

f{./ Note:
Always insert

spreader bar from
starboard side.

A{'t Note:
At this point the bar

will tend to stick
due to its bend.
Free the bar by

iightly tapping its
end with a hammer.

Place a scrap
wooden block

^ -^:_ _^4E4rrrsl eno Delore
tapping with

haurmerto avoid
any damage to the

bar.

9!gqf markings on bar to make sure bar isrnsened correct side first

Fil

Cushion with block of wood
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Atl'3 CAUTION:'
Messenger line can

jarn the spreader bar

A,t,4 Soiuiion:
Hold messenger

line away from trim
bar with a small

screw driver while
inserting bar.

Fl7
Pole lift and stavsai!

:i't3rr. 
only foniard

Main, genoa,
spinnaker halyards

Most messengers will be aft of spreader bar

Messenger line caught by
spreader bar chafe strip 

-
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lnstalling Spreaders
Attach starboard spreader.

lnsert pins

matches mast wall
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. Attach port spreader. use a clamp to make this operation easier.

With slight squeeze of clamp,
pins drop in easily

(clamp effect shown exaggerated)

Attach

Use a rag (and
wood blocks

if using a
"C" clamp)
to prevent

surface
wooden ciamp\
above spreader
tighten 1,
slightly / "','

With slight
clamp pressure,
hold starboard
spreader firmly @against rnast

port spreader on
insert clevis pins

Reason for Using Clamp:
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CAUTION:
Do not try to force

spreaders into place
with a hammer.

Do not open up
holes in spreaders to

allow pins to flt or
spreaders will be

loose after
installation.

Upper Spreaders

{ NEVER!! :q
Permanent tio

damage will resultl

Attaching Shrouds to Spreaders

Spreader bend

Upper Spreader (Rod Rigging)
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